DIRECTIONS TO TOM AND LYNN WEST HOME
44 CORAL REEF NEWPORT COAST CA, 92657
PHONE: 949.494.2797

FROM LOS ANGELES, RIVERSIDE OR NORTHERN ORANGE COUNTY
• Take the 405 or Route 55 to Route 73
• Once on Route 73 you have two options

Option #1 TOLL--$2.75
• Take Route 73 south to Newport Coast Drive--Exit #11
  5.3 miles from Route 55 and 6.4 miles from I-405
• YOU WILL HAVE TO PAY TOLL WITH A PASS; NO CASH
• Merge onto Newport Coast Drive and go 2.3 miles
• TURN LEFT on Ocean Ridge Drive and Stop at Gate
• TELL GATE ATTENDANT YOUR NAME AND DESTINATION
• Proceed up hill to Stop Sign (0.2 miles) and TURN RIGHT on Sea View Ln.
• Go to the second street and TURN LEFT (CORAL REEF)
• WE ARE THE SIXTH HOUSE ON THE RIGHT
• PARK IN ANY SPOT ON STREET YOU CAN FIND.

Option #2 NO TOLL
• Take Route 73 south to MacArthur Blvd - Exit #14
  2.0 miles from Route 55 and 3.1 miles from I-405
• Merge right onto MacArthur Blvd and go 2.3 miles
• TURN LEFT on San Joaquin Hills Rd and go 2.7 miles
• TURN RIGHT on Newport Coast Drive and go 1.0 miles
• TURN LEFT on Ocean Ridge Drive and Stop at Gate
• TELL GATE ATTENDANT YOUR NAME AND DESTINATION
• Proceed up the hill to Stop Sign (0.2 miles) and TURN RIGHT on Sea View Ln.
• Go to the second street and TURN LEFT (CORAL REEF)
• WE ARE THE SIXTH HOUSE ON THE RIGHT
• PARK IN ANY SPOT ON STREET YOU CAN FIND.

Option #3
• If you are driving SOUTH on PCH TURN LEFT on Newport Coast Drive
  and go up the hill three stop lights---1.9 miles
• TURN RIGHT on Ocean Ridge Drive and Stop at Gate
• TELL GATE ATTENDANT YOUR NAME AND DESTINATION
• Proceed up hill to Stop Sign (0.2 miles) and TURN RIGHT on Sea View Ln.
• Go to the second street and TURN LEFT (CORAL REEF)
• WE ARE THE SIXTH HOUSE ON THE RIGHT
• PARK IN ANY SPOT ON STREET YOU CAN FIND.
DIRECTIONS TO TOM AND LYNN WEST HOME
44 CORAL REEF NEWPORT COAST CA, 92657
PHONE: 949.494.2797

FROM SAN DIEGO OR SOUTHERN ORANGE COUNTY

Option #A  TOLL---$5.00-$7.00

• Take 405 north to Route 73 to Newport Coast Drive Exit #11-10-12 miles
• IN ROUTE YOU WILL HAVE TO PAY WITH PASS; NO CASH
• TURN LEFT onto Newport Coast Drive and go 2.3 miles
• TURN LEFT on Ocean Ridge Drive and Stop at Gate
• TELL GATE ATTENDANT YOUR NAME AND DESTINATION
• Proceed up hill to Stop Sign (0.2 miles and TURN RIGHT on Sea View Ln.
• Go to the second street and TURN LEFT (CORAL REEF)
• WE ARE THE SIXTH HOUSE ON THE RIGHT
• PARK IN ANY SPOT ON STREET YOU CAN FIND.

Option #2  NO TOLL

• Take Route 405 north to the Culver Drive-Exit #5 or 6
• TURN LEFT on Culver Drive (Bonita Canyon) and go 3.2 miles
• TURN LEFT on Newport Coast Drive and go 3.0 miles
• TURN LEFT on Ocean Ridge Drive and Stop at Gate
• TELL GATE ATTENDANT YOUR NAME AND DESTINATION
• Proceed up the hill to Stop Sign (0.2 miles) and TURN RIGHT on Sea View Ln.
• Go to the second street and TURN LEFT (CORAL REEF)
• WE ARE THE SIXTH HOUSE ON THE RIGHT
• PARK IN ANY SPOT ON STREET YOU CAN FIND.

Option C

• If you are driving NORTH on PCH TURN RIGHT on Newport Coast Drive and go up the hill three stop lights---1.9 miles
• TURN RIGHT on Ocean Ridge Drive and Stop at Gate
• TELL GATE ATTENDANT YOUR NAME AND DESTINATION
• Proceed up hill to Stop Sign (0.2 miles and TURN RIGHT on Sea View Ln.
• Go to the second street and TURN LEFT (CORAL REEF)
• WE ARE THE SIXTH HOUSE ON THE RIGHT
• PARK IN ANY SPOT ON STREET YOU CAN FIND.